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Types of Neural Connectivity

◎Structural Connectivity

◎Functional Connectivity

◎Effective Connectivity

Sporns, O. (2010). Networks of the Brain. MIT press.



Structural Connectivity

◎A set of physical or anatomical connections 
linking neural elements. 



Functional Connectivity

◎Patterns of deviations from statistical independence between 
distributed and spatially remote neuronal units. The basis of 
this is time series data from neural recordings. Their relation is 
taken as neuronal coupling and often takes the form of 
correlation, coherence, phase locking or comodulation. There 
is no causal relationship, effect or interaction.



Effective Connectivity

◎Network and causal effects between neural elements.

◎Inferred through statistical techniques such as time series analyses 
and statistical modeling that assess causality and interaction.

◎Requires complex data processing and modeling techniques such as 
ICA, Partial Directed Coherence and Granger Causality.



Comparing levels of connectivity



Comparing DTI to Coherence measurements









Exemplar: Major Depression



Exemplar: Major Depression



Novel EEG Analysis pipeline focused on 

effective connectivity assessment

EEG data collection

Independent 
Components Analysis

Dipole Source 
Localization

Multivariate Granger 
Causality

Graph Theory Metrics
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Example: 25 year old woman with a history of emotional abuse as a child and adult. Presents with anxiety, 

panic, nightmares and dissociation.







Graph Theory: Network Dynamics



Graph Elements

◎Hubs: A node with links that exceeds average.

◎Low vs High Degree Hubs.

◎Provincial Hubs.

◎Modules.

◎Connector Hubs. 











Efficacy Studies in Support of 4 channel MVCNF (N = 591)

Population Sample Design Findings 1 Findings 2

General Population N = 174 MVCNF v 2 Ch 

CNF

MVCNF > 2 Ch 

CNF

Enhanced 

coherence and 

reduced power

Traumatic Brain 

Injury

N = 20 Compared time 

since injury in 3 

groups

Improvements in 

symptoms and NP 

testing

Changes 

associated with 

increases in 

coherence

Epilepsy N = 52 MVCNF v 2 Ch 

CNF

MVCNF > 2 Ch 

CNF

81% reduction in 

seizures

Learning 

Disabilities

N = 63 MVCNF v 2 ch

CNF v resource 

room

MVCNF > 2 

ChCNF > RR

1.6 year increase in 

reading

Autism N = 110 MVCNF v 2 Ch 

CNF

MVCNF > 2 Ch 

CNF

98% success rate

Autism MND N = 78 MVCNF v 2 Ch 

CNF v Bipolar 

MVCNF > 2 

ChCNF > Bipolar

Mu suppression 

with coherence 

changes 

Depression N = 54 MVCNF 

Psychotherapy v 

WLC

MVCNF > both 

groups

94% success rate, 

crossover and 2 yr

f/u

Developmental 

Trauma

N = 40 MVCNF v. 

Psychotherapy

Exp > controls on 

clinical ratings

Δ in power, 

sources and 

connectivity



Study Methodology

◎Subjects were assigned to one of three groups (N = 45).

◎These included an effective connectivity (15), functional connectivity 
within group (15) and a functional connectivity between group (15) 
comparison. Group 1 and 2 were the same subjects (within groups) that 
received different interventions at different time points (FC always first).

◎All subjects received four channel multivariate coherence training over 
12-15 sessions.

◎Clinical ratings and therapist ratings (0-20) were derived at the 
completion of their treatment regimen. 

◎Client ratings were largely subjective and based on self-ratings only or 
parental ratings at the completion of training and during the process.

◎Therapist ratings were performed at the completion of training and 
were based on objective test findings including neuropsychological, 
behavioral and qeeg findings that reflected change over time.

◎QEEG analysis of change included measures of power at the component 
level, dipole sources, spectral properties, and multiple measures of graph 
theory connectivity.







Statistical comparisons for demographics across 

groups

Age Gender Handedness Medications

F = 0.123 X2 = 0.756 X2 = 0.304 F = 1.82

p = 0.884 p = 0.685 p = 0.859 p = 0.174

















Statistical Analyses of Graph Theory Metrics 

(Connectivity)

Analysis of Variance

Cluster 

Coefficient

Global 

Efficiency

Path Length Radius Diameter

F = 0.429 F = 4.60 F = 2.93 F = 3.35 F = 3.70

p = 0.654 p = 0.016 p = 0.064 p = 0.045 p = 0.033













Conclusions

◎Measures of effective connectivity can be gleaned from QEEG data.

◎Effective connectivity guided multivariate coherence training led to 
enhanced client and therapist ratings of outcome.

◎Therapist ratings are consistently higher than clients and show more 
significant differences.

◎Both ratings show an increased likelihood of greater outcomes (> 10) 
in the effective connectivity group.

◎Positive NF outcomes in this group showed greater reductions of 
delta/theta, alpha and beta frequencies. These were commonly seen 
over bilateral posterior brain regions including temporal locations and 
midline frontal locations as well.

◎Positive NF outcomes were associated with greater changes in 
multivariate connectivity. This is especially true for long range 
connectivity (diameter).

◎Use of effective connectivity leads to changes in connectivity and is 
more likely to prevent negative connectivity changes.




